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Margarete Roeder Gallery is pleased to present an exhibition of films, videos, and works on paper 
by, with, and on John Cage from September 5 through 29, 2012.  
 
By, With, On: John Cage joins the 2012 Cage Centennial with a selection of Cageian films. Cage 
had a long-standing involvement in film, perhaps attracted by the medium's necessary 
combination of two qualities: the durational (most particularly his own compositions) and the 
visual (Cage had a profound commitment to visual art as both participant and creator). Ranging 
from independent artworks such as One11 and 103, created with Henning Lohner, to (JC{639}), a 
documentary on Cage’s Organ²/ASLSP at the St. Buchardi Church in Halberstadt, Germany, the 
exhibition will present an overview of a lesser-known area of Cage's oeuvre. 
 
In the front room, Cage’s film and sound composition One11 and 103, is one of John Cage’s 
Number Pieces, a series that occupied him during the last six years of his life (1987-1992). The 
film is a composition for “solo camera man.” Cage writes about the piece: “One11 and 103, is a 
film without subject. There is light but no persons, no things, no ideas about repetition and 
variation. It is meaningless activity, which is nonetheless communicative, like light itself, escaping 
our attention as communication because it has no content. Light is, as McLuhan said, pure 
information, without any content to restrict its transforming and informing power.”  
 
To balance out this Minimalist work, films of Cage’s legendary multimedia performances and a 
1966 film of Cage and Cunningham on tour with the dance company are included.  
 
In the back, a more intimate viewing gallery is set up where one can see documentaries that 
cover the entire expanse of Cage’s career with varying levels of focus. Highlights include the PBS 
American Masters piece I Have Nothing to Say & I Am Saying It, and Frank Scheffer’s How To 
Get Out of the Cage: A Year Without Cage.  
 
Viewing can take place during gallery hours Wednesday–Saturday from 12–6 through September 
29th.  
 
The exhibition also includes works on paper: six Ryoanji drawings from 1983 to 1990; four works 
from the River Rock and Smoke watercolor series that Cage made at the Mountain Lake 
Workshop at Mountain Lake, Virginia in 1990; and several prints he executed at Crown Point 
Press between 1978 and 1992.  As Cage wrote "Creation, change and then disappearance:  it is 
a gathering together of all of these.  And what is important is to think of this coming and going, 
this presence and absence, together." 
 
We are grateful to the John Cage Trust, David Gray, Henning Lohner, and all those who have 
contributed to the exhibition. For information on the John Cage Centennial please visit 
johncage.org. 
 
For further information and images, please contact the gallery. 
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